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Abstract 

In asserting control over nature, it seems that we also have alienated ourselves from it. But 
recent brain imaging studies suggest that the world we perceive is unitary, imaginal product 
of integrating aesthetic construction that resolves differentiating reaction into coherent 
reality. Thinking needs a more adequate model of how it socially and culturally is intrinsic 
part of cosmic process. To that end, synergy of neural transactions in attended cognition is 
operationally modeled in an isotropic vector lattice. Complementary poles of cognitive 
function attain Jungian concert of holistic construction wherein waveform integration 
electrodynamically counters nerve network differentiation. Such integral summation serves 
analogically, even metaphorically, to extrapolate qualitatively protogeometric semiotic cues 
from symmetric invariances detected in manifold (sensing), mereological (intuiting), 
topological (feeling) and projective (thinking) cognitive transaction. Those cybernetically 
funded, virtually interdepending associations, across subsumed orders of relational 
complexity, attentively gather fractal holarchies into manifest orders of meaningful 
comprehension. 
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Introduction
To be is to perceive (esse is percipi) — George Berkeley (Downing 2020) 

With the beginnings of modernity our experience itself becomes increasingly pictorial. As Heidegger writes: ‘The world 
picture does not change from an earlier one into a modern one, but rather the fact that the world becomes picture at all is 
what distinguishes the essence of the modern age.” (McGilchrist 2019a) 

If many painters since Cézanne have refused to follow the law of geometrical perspective, this is because they have sought 
to recapture and reproduce before our very eyes the birth of the landscape. They have been reluctant to settle for an 
analytical overview and have striven to recapture the feel of perceptual experience itself. Thus different areas of their 
paintings are seen from different points of view. The lazy viewer will see ‘errors of perspective' here, while those who look 
closely will get the feel of a world in which no two objects are seen simultaneously, a world in which regions of space are 
separated by the time it takes to move our gaze from one to the other, a world in which being is not given but rather 
emerges over time. (Merleau-Ponty 2008) 

In The Master and His Emissary: The Divided Brain and the Making of the Western World, 
psychiatrist and neural imaging authority Iain McGilchrist aptly characterizes our era as one 
in which the rationally mediated story-spinning of the brain’s left-hemisphere stands in 
neural rebellion against older but more immediately engaged and holistically involved right-
hemisphere processes. (2019) Its theme is ancient: individually and culturally we enact a 
brightly probing, but tightly-controlling, Apollonian grasp. Compensating for limitations of 
actual working memory, the left brain semiotically constructs signs and symbols that 
interplay across disparate temporal moments to direct and channel responsive behaviors. 
(Rolls 2008a; Lakoff and Johnson, 2003a) That grasp virtually contests and often suppresses 
integrally-embodied rhythmic assertion of actual Dionysian sensual impulses. 

Fellow psychologist and cognitive researcher Donald Hoffman presents a companionable 
portrayal in The Case Against Reality: Why Evolution Hid the Truth from Our Eyes. (2019) 
He tells us that what we actually encounter — the look, the feel, the taste, the smell of things 
— is by way of a sensory interface that has evolved to promote survival, not any truth of 
actual appearances. It is a declaration of unitary process that denounces the traditional 
representationalist model of reality, a notion of parallel worlds wherein subjective mind 
articulates and processes implications as images of the objective world it represents. 

Taken together with a more functional overview given in Don Tucker’s Mind from Body: 
Experience from Neural Structure, both McGilchrist’s probe of the guts of Western ways and 
Hoffman’s evaluation of sensory evidence suggest a need for fundamental overhaul of our 
models of psychological and cultural transaction. (2007) If meaning arises from a unitary, 
somehow dynamically complex process, then we each are differentiated individual parts of a 
cosmos that somehow transacts with itself. It is not difficult to accept that McGilchrist and 
Hoffman likely both are correct. But left-brain reliance upon linguistic process seems 
profoundly to have derailed its own project of discerning just how meaning — especially that 
epistemically prior to linguistics — arises from material circumstances. We have been misled 
in a presumption that meaning — semiosis — begins with language. But there are indications 
that it starts long before even the earliest forms of organic signaling, in the recursive physical 
processes of cybernetic feedback that are crucial in all forms of life. 
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Discussion: Qualifying the sense of space

Semiosis, as Charles S. Peirce notes, arises from cognitive cycles of recursively reentrant 
embodied sensory focus. He calls their primal phases “Firstness, Secondness and Thirdness”. 
(Merrell 1997; Burch 2021)  (An underlying “Zeroness” is implicit in the abiding sensate field 
of embodied attendance.) Such rhythmic elaboration accords with observed recursive cycles 
of reentrant neural process noted by neuroanatomists. (Tucker 2007; Rolls 2008a, b) (See 
Table 2, Manifest Orders of relational complexity, below.) 

Whether in mechanical thermostat or organic bacterium, the most basic cybernetic cycle of 
attending signification is binary: first it senses, then sub-sequently reacts. (The hyphenated 
term sub-sequence, as used herein, implies some sort of supra-temporal carryover of 
contingent relevance from a prior to a later state. The carryover may be effected virtually in 
semiotically signaled values recalled from habituated store, or actually as some consequential 
outcome of the earlier action. See Figure 1, Con-sequent complexification by M1 sub-sequent 
branching and Table 1, Correlation of PCT levels and MO attentive orders) 
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It is a factor of sub-sequence that Peirce conveys by his terms Firstness, Secondness and 
Thirdness. Such sub-sequent referencing is fundamental within semiotic elaborations of 
cybernetic entities. Process-relational philosopher Charles Hartshorne heartily endorses 
Peirce’s approach to phenomenology, especially for his ability to derive presumptions crucial 
to number theory from observation of experiential Firstness, Secondness and Thirdness. 
(2011) Those attributes of recollected inclusion appear in myriads of sub-sequent 
circumstances. Their logic implies that the first occurrence of some experience does not 
necessarily ordain a second similar occasion, but a second experience does certainly require a 
preceding first. Further, a third experience necessarily depends upon having experienced not 
only a first, but also a sub-sequent second. 

As cybernetic entities gain means to register, store and recall sub-sequent values extracted, 
processed and registered from previous states — whether to retrieve an associative index, or 
to recall and modify significant thresholds, or to drive anticipatory approach/avoid behaviors 
in higher, that is to say, more complex organisms — adaptive entities by semiosis manage 
temporally to overcome constraints of immediately-determined reaction. Exploiting holistic 
pragmatics of sub-sequent signal dependencies, such entities are able to enlarge the primal, 
causally actual and tightly binary cybernetic reaction orbit. Signals and signs virtually assert 
four aspects of cognitive competence across sub-sequences first elaborated by Peirce: 0 |- 
sense (agent/interpreter), 1 |- fix (focus), 2 |- link (relate), 3 |- do (outcome). (Merrell 2000a) 
(The combination “|-“ is read “yields”, or, “manifests”.) (See Figure 1, Con-sequent 
complexification by M1 sub-sequent branching) 

From the becoming of such sensory dynamic, 
from its no-thingness (0), Peirce’s semiotic 
(1-2-3) builds protogeometric dyads into 
triadic signs of being. They strive to inform 
the right brain master aesthetic of an 
encompassing world of qualitative totality, of 
its ongoing completion. Within sensate 
experience (0), by such 1-2-3 logic of semiotic 

triads, observer-interpreters further construct socioculturally significant scaffolding of signs, 
indexes and symbol systems. (Burch 2021) (See Figure 2, Semiotic orders of tokenization) 

Engineer William T. Powers exploited such sentient 
pragmatics to point a way toward understanding 
origins of spatialized qualia. (1973) Beginning during 
the 1950’s, Powers challenged the then dominant 
behaviorist models of stimulus-response 
mechanisms to arrive at a surprisingly simple idea by 
which to explain actual behaviors across all living 
entities: behavior arises from the control of 
perception. In terms of his Perceptual Control 
Theory (PCT), it is across the cybernetic and 
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adaptively actual stimulus-response gap that intention virtually and semiotically attends, to 
focus control of some currently perceived sensory context. (See Figure 3, PCT schema) 

Powers eventually developed labels for a hierarchy of perceptually synergetic elaboration that 
closely correlates to manifest orders (MO) of attending focus. (Powers, 1998) Actuality and 
virtuality thus, to some degree, characterize all levels/orders of attentional focus, but vary 
directly with holistic complexity as implications of semiotic relations are construed, 
habituated or recalled in response to perceived stimuli. (See Table 1, Correlation of PCT 
Levels and MO Attentive Orders) 

Recursive rhythms of attentional leaps across those orders enact ongoing semiotic 
tokenization of relational configurations that are construed into some immediately held 
imaginal token. (Figure 2, Semiotic orders of tokenization) Those linearly processed sub-
sequences are seen in the 1, 2, 3 temporal steps of Peirce’s initially differentiating, then 
reintegrating semiotic process. They are analogous to algorithms of cyclic function that seem 
to reconcile detected discrepancies of perceptual features into imaginal indexes of associative 
qualia. (See discussion of Merleau-Ponty’s notion of noncoincidence exciting sense of depth, 
below.) The steps roughly correspond to Peirce’s above mentioned semiotic imperatives: 0 |- 
“sense”, 1 |- “fix”, 2 |- “link”, 3 |- “do”. Note that “do” is both actually to act and virtually to 
signify, the two aspects are inseparable. Actions merely convey energies of neural transaction 
across semiotically relevant outcomes, at some focally attended order of manifestation that 
traditionally has been regarded in terms of objective versus subjective. 

Through cycles of attending focus and responsive action, cognitive processes 
protogeometrically build cues actually detected from symmetric invariances into implications 
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of imaginally spatialized virtual arenas of cognitive comparison and response. Those 
recursively binary primitives sub-sequently inform synergetic construction of quadrically 
(arising from four cognitive functions) qualitative signatures. Such uniquely characterizing 
signatures further index and elaborate imaginal hyperspaces (of dimension D) within virtual 
(imaginally semiotic) projections of D+1 contexts. (See Table 2, Manifest Orders of relational 
complexity) Those virtual process spaces cognitively facilitate quantitative and logical 
projection of left-brain thought and expression that articulate and guide actual behaviors. 

Attending Occurrence

A world of sameness cannot be experienced. Sameness is without form; it is a fog of 
obscurity. Nor can the world be perceived all at once. We must give attention at various scales 
and orders of complexity. Thus the world manifests in various modes of focus upon features 
and details that attentionally are built from relative differences. Those complementing 
differences seem to counter and to oppose, and thereby mutually to heighten, reciprocating 
senses of one another. They initially are perceived as anomalies with differentiating 
characteristics that tell of what Maurice Merleau-Ponty calls nonconcidence. (Wiskus 2013) 

An evocative glimpse into the crucial role played by such differentiating counterpoint is given 
in how we attend the optics of seeing. Noncoincidence of slightly differing images that result 
from their relative optical displacement of viewpoint is attentionally fixed at M1 (which is to 
say, we separately attend to and understand such physical offset of viewpoints at M1). Their 
respectively differing planar (attentionally fixed at M2) images, gathered from separated 
viewpoints, stereoptically are reconciled within a virtually comprehending sense of visual 
depth. (Literally attended as 3D at M3), in both actually seeing and virtually musing about it. 
That greater dimension imaginally — virtually — resolves two actually differing planar 
patterns into a unitary sense of far versus near. It is a comprehending elaboration, a 
simplifying convolving, that intuits a reduction of lessened multiplicity into a perceptually 
tokenized, virtually higher contextual order. That higher order presents a coherent sense of 
embracing oneness to satisfy the intuiting right brain master attending at M10. See Table 2, 
Manifest Orders of relational complexity, below.  

In a binary focus of stereoptics, we can denote products of such reductive complexification as 

2  x  M2  x  M1  |—   M3 

or more generally, 

a  x  Mn  x  M1  |—   Mn+1 

where a tallies multiple instances of Mn across concurrently relevant M1 relationships that 
virtually are reconciled at Mn+1. 
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A further instance of noncoincident complexification is given in how we envision two 
different 3D states of a changing physical object. Each separate state is temporally fixed at 
some moment of M3; changes transact across successive (linearly and chronologically 
clocked) displacements that imaginally are attended across M1 to imply a 4D temporal 
spacetime of M4. (See Figure 1) As discussed below, in the human sensorium such 
virtualizing dimensional enhancement routinely surmounts, resolves and qualifies 
noncoincidence. At every level of cognitive engagement, in McGilchrist’s telling, the right 
brain, as integrating master, holistically attending at M10, construes a qualifying context for 
the discriminating and discretely logical projections and analogizing narratives of its 
subordinate emissary, the left hemisphere. 

We become aware of such anomalously-given features among electrodynamic transactions of 
energies that both harmonically and anharmonically interfere in, perturb and incite 
biological processes of ongoing seeing, touching, hearing, smelling, engaging . . . . 
Attentionally, we surmise qualitatively before we transact quantitatively. Indeed, it seems 
that the human sensorium argues for QED being, for the right brain, an acronym of qualium 
electrodynamics, in advance of the left brain emissary’s quantum logic of navigational 
description and control. (McFadden, 2020) 

“. . . [A] world in which no two objects are seen simultaneously, a world in which regions of 
space are separated by the time it takes to move our gaze from one to the other, a world in 
which being is not given but rather emerges over time”, as articulated by Merleau-Ponty in 
the gloss given above, is a world that emerges by qualitative elaboration — while someone 
pays attention to features (M0), to ferret out relationships between them (M1), that are 
understood as participants within a field of multiple 
relationships (M2), of a material object or situation (M3), 
within momentary observations of some ongoing causal flow 
of events (M4), that is adaptively engaged (M5) and fraught 
with intention (M6), as communicating agent of some 
socially-anchored sense of semiotic context (M7), that 
implicitly carries prospective information of situation, focus, 
mode and scenario of further collaborative or antagonistic 
prospect (M8), sociocultural outcomes of which 
philosophically may be reviewed and evaluated (M9) in 
terms of their universal reliability, to culminate aesthetically 
in coherent M10 unity. Rinse, repeat — endlessly.  (See Table 
2, Manifest Orders of relational complexity and Table 4, 
Cultural Orders of pragmatic paradigm, below.) 

Figure 4, Organic structure shows levels of holarchic 
contingency through which each person’s intrajectory 
energies internally cascade. Those interdepending 
electrodynamic events, through cybernetic feedback and 
organic control responses, adaptively auto-sustain living 
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processes of a single individual. Not shown are any indications of interactions that such an 
individual may have with other sentient beings within social groups. But such sign-mediated 
interaction does knit together and entangle significances that are intrinsic to cybernetic 
response and adaptation. It drives sociocultural transaction and communication at more 
relationally-complex virtual orders of consideration than are directly availed in the merely 
causal actual.  

Sub-atomic events make atoms that build molecules that organize into proteins that develop 
DNA, and so on, in intrajectory energy cascade that interacts with and is affected by events of 
an environmental surround, an extrajectory torrent of energy-driven, causally actual 
occurrences. The interplay of ex- / in-trajectory energies is how we sense our situation within 
some environment.  

Each person grows up; in the process they acquire and semiotically bind as habituated 
knowledge attitudes and practices that are typical within some social circumstance. Each 
person’s behavioral paradigm shares and extends their understanding of some group or sub-
group pragmatic paradigm. (Jones 1993) Whether that of the greater social culture, or some 
local group within, such paradigm is a socially communicated common sense of expectations 
that typify participants. They vary among social orders, and may be habituated in group-
dependent orbits within an individual’s repertoire of expectations, but generally such 
paradigms initially are accepted as the way things are, and are supposed to be, until actual 
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experience virtually persuades otherwise. Great numbers of people rarely challenge or 
enlarge whatever level of engagement they adapt within their original birth group. 

Attention, Signs and Meaning

Crucial to both personal and sociocultural concerns is how people individually and socially 
pay attention — to anything, whether ordinary or extraordinary. It is by means of focusing 
attention that we come to grasp that all meaning is contingently constructed. Attention 
depends upon how intentions focus and elaborate implications of current circumstances. 

As people interact socially, they communicate intentions by means of signs and symbols 
mediated through speaking, gesturing, drawing, acting out and so on. Progress from simple 
through more complex situations suggests that attentiveness is the crucially semiotic knitting 
port. It is where we negotiate and entangle, to link together, simpler matters within more 
complex concerns. Given the cautionary views of McGilchrist and Hoffman noted above, 
perhaps our attention should focus upon how we focus attention to form signs and symbols 
of what seems to be occurring in our experience. 

The left brain strives to fathom right brain 
auto-responsiveness to occurrences. It ponders, 
construes and gradually gains some degree of 
control as it builds semiotically-charged 
organizational habits within situational 
prospects of manifest orders of relational 
complexity. (Table 2) Those maturing habits 
evolve into personal, then, by communication 

with others (where mediating factors allow), into collaboratively habituated and abiding 
sociocultural pragmatic paradigm. Correspondence between the first levels of attentional 
construction and Jean Piaget’s stages of child development are shown in Table 3, Childhood 
development and relational complexity. (Piaget & Inhelder 2000) 

In Table 2  note that both M10 and M0 experientially are denoted (in the rightmost column) 
111*, using a three-digit characterization devised by Charles Peirce to indicate evolvable 
semiosis, given in three sign types qualified by three categories of cogency, compounded in 
sub-sequent degrees of firstness, secondness and thirdness. (Merrell 2000b) 

In Incomplete Nature: How Mind Emerged From Matter, Terence Deacon coins the term 
ententional to refer to primal phenomena that are “about” something not present, the most 
elementary level of self-reflexive semiosis. (2011)  

Deacon coins the term "ententional," to encompass the entire range of phenomena that must be explained, everything from 
the first evolvable function, to human social processes, everything traditionally called intentional but also everything 
merely functional, fitting and therefore representing its environment with normative (good or bad fit) consequences. 
(Sherman 2011) 
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 The autopoietic and recursively-staged, pluripotent ententional 
character of M10 holistic comprehension, in the traditional C3 
paradigm, was expressed in an alchemical emblem: a serpent that 
swallows its own tail. (Figure 5, M4 sub-sequence) At C5, we say, 
rather, that the right brain infers implications of left brain attendance 
to outcomes of right brain holistic engagement, to drive 
understanding through successive stages of shedding and absorbing 
earlier modes into more complex orders of comprehending 
competence. 

Piaget’s sensorimotor stage articulates psychophysiological 
explorations that first attentionally focus at M1. There, experience gathers, habituates and 
acts through directly linear relations between pairs of M0 features, or entities. Some 
individuals never explore interpretive prospects far beyond a primal focus of actual activity. 
In C1 subcultures like-minded fellows typically enact fractal branchings through often 
complex concatenations of linearly-construed M1 relational dependencies. Those behavioral 
paradigms dominate C1 world qualification wherein adults choose and act chiefly in terms of 
directly successive decision and movement, one thing after another, in immediate and overt 
physical action.  

Typically, a dawning ego senses that multiple interactions among concurrently relevant M1 
relationships imply some more complex ground of resolution. At M2, corresponding with 
Piaget’s pre-operational stage of development, the field of many M1 relations induces 
awareness of more complex engagement: things concurrently interact in predictable 
outcomes. At C2, children play together to elucidate those prospects. As adults, individuals 
work at C2 interdependently, in clusters allocated among associated M1 tasks within some 
abiding set of interdependent concerns. Such planar ground of socioculturally correlated C2 
focus is demanded in farming, mining, fishing, military or other territorial or navigational 
enterprises. Those occupations tend toward a cooperative paradigm wherein people work 
together to coordinate among multiple external contingencies to anticipate seasonal cycles, 
optimize resources and maintain equipment, assess topographical factors, and so on. 
Similarly, C3 ways socialize commercial concerns for material properties and relative 
evaluations, attended at M3, that are important to trade. Concerns for material properties 
became ways of controlling, protecting and producing valuable goods that further evolved 
through M4 attendance into C4 empirically-validated sciences and technologies for 
mechanical contrivance and bureaucratic control, to empower factory methods and to 
automate enterprise management. 

Conflict, crime and sociocultural discontent arise from discrepancies in world qualification 
that clash among C1, C2, C3, C4 and, now, currently emerging C5 subcultures. Increasingly, 
as adaptive hyper-telecommunications penetrate and spread across diverse communities, 
those perceived anomalies  grate against reigning communal paradigms that largely now are 
transitioning from a world-oriented C4 industrial into C5-responsive systems. Soon 
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thereafter follow virtualized social systems of C6-intentioned, artificial intelligence (AI) 
augmented and hyperlinked networks of telecommunications media. 

Within a responsive and adaptive hypermediated AI environment, events unfold in direct 
interactions with and among clashing paradigms of otherwise-predisposed individuals, 
robots and other entities. Perceptions are subject to contending varieties of interpretation in 
even relatively benign circumstances. Already, the magical thinking of young children 
resonates in a corresponding C1 adult tendency toward modern variants of animism wherein 
imagined but unseen agencies often are suspected to be at work among circumstances of even 
daily experience. Such notions often are touted as “conspiracy theories” in echoing jargon of 
news media. C2 communities, by contrast, are heartened in and yearn for seeming certainties 
of ancient mythic themes, whether of scriptural narrative or by folk idi0m; they continue to 
extol overall-rule by overarching cosmic hegemony. C3 societies, on the other hand, garner 
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wealth and strive for well-being; they seek opportune world-order geared for transactions 
and thus favor agreements and compacts among enterprising entities to promote free 
exchange of goods and services. Clashes and conflicts among discordant paradigms 
inauspiciously drive, and often are crucially evocative within, rebellious outbursts of 
sociocultural dysfunction, as powerfully expressed in the 1971 Sam Peckinpah movie Straw 
Dogs. 

Beyond Piaget’s own C4 empirical framing of operational plateaus, attention of an observer of 
such operations must focus virtually higher, at M5, to observationally construe outcomes of 
causally adaptive feedback control dynamics.  While rooted in actual causal processes, 
attended at M4, semiotic outcomes of those dynamics enact virtual significances.  Their 
algorithms are attended, first at M5, where actual triggering of causal adaptive outcomes 
renders implication of some relational threshold of response.  

Among more complex living beings, by elaborating from virtually internalized memories, at 
M5 nature comes to analogize, organize, categorize and further habituate semiotic patterns, 
thereby to imagine and to dream. And some dream-fueled cybernetic entities habituate, 
compare recollections against stored gradients of anticipation, and then projectively assert 
internally revised imaginal outcomes, even to express M6 intention. (Figures 2 & 3)  

Table 4, Cultural Orders of pragmatic paradigm depicts historical emergence of  world-
reigning sociocultural orders of attentional qualification. (Jones 1993) Advent of those orders 
attended innovations in mediating tools of communication and transaction, developments 
that historically were associated with emergence of new sociocultural modes and polities. 
Their artifactual stages of development range from first crude scratchings of graphic images 
to production of bows and arrows and beyond. 

Commun-ity depends upon -ication. In M7 mediated social interaction, individuals serve 
their group as roaming probes of possibility within their local communities. They attend and 
semiotically collaborate with social counterparts to further enlarge and enhance ever more 
competent specialties of praxis and jargon. 

The protogeometry of Jungian psychic functions

What are some indications that cognitive functions render sensibilities as protogeometric 
analogical cues? (The list is not exhaustive.): 

• Counter-synergisms of complementing dyads (see Figure 9, Qualitative factors of meaningful construction):
- mediate / immediate
- similar / different
- continuous / discontinuous

• phenomenologically immediate topologies of feeling
- habituate experience as navigational networks of connectivity that guide behavior (Peil 2014 )
- associate arenas of reference as positive / negative gradients
- associatively incite endocrine-fueled auras of display feel
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- serve up templates in analogical constructions crucial to way-finding
- immediately assert preferential valuations in experiential situations
- anticipate behavioral outcomes (connections)
- filter unwelcome possibilities
- engage desirable arenas of likelihood

• mediating and projective dynamic of thinking
- asserts habituated patterns across dimensionally disparate arenas
- flexes scenarios of configurative projection
- conserves and elaborates relational correspondences
- works across dimensioned representations
- wields symbols as tools, tools as symbols
- differentiates by articulation

• part-in-whole comprehending mereologies of intuiting (Rogers 2012)
- integrates through noncoincident resolution
- attention acts category-theoretically to focus within

- implications
- correspondences
- kinship
- directional analogues

• manifold feature-neighbor-ness of sensing
- fills-in projections fo spatial schemas
- populates categorical inventories
- embodies and mediates interpretive actions

Differentiation and Meaning

Significances of cybernetic response and control phenomenologically constitute a virtual 
ground of interplay, wherein patterns earn associated meanings in phases of Peircean 
semiosis. Figure 6, At M5 nature imagines updates the ancient alchemical emblem of Figure 
5 to reflect Secondness in a two-phase complementary dialectic between left and right brain 
functions that McGilchrist identifies with imagining. (2019b) Following Buckminster Fuller’s 
methodology explored in Synergetics and Synergetics2, further consideration is given to 
transactional synergisms of associative interplay among functional poles of cognitive energy 
transactions. (1975, 1979) 

As Fuller asserts, in any qualified world the simplest context of actual differentiation perhaps 
is attended in relative positions of two distinct features. As denoted in Table 2, Manifest 
Orders of relational complexity, a feature manifests at attentional focus M0. It simply is. A 
path between two such M0 instances, whether direct or meandering, resolves and delineates 
their mutually-complementing differentiation into a higher-order mode of engagement: a 
contrasting separation between them. 

Such linear differentiation of attentional focus at M1 associates the two distinct M0 features 
as contrapuntal tensions within a virtual relationship of noncoincidence. Contraposed 
interplay asserts as mutual fact their non-sameness — that each is at some remove across a 
separation. Counteraction within differentiating contrasts of attentional perception is so 
fundamentally subliminal to qualifying factors of sensation that we rarely give it any 
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pragmatic notice. But such seemingly incidental qualifying 
attentiveness is key in the training of beginning artists, while 
lay populations scarcely notice such seemingly trivial matters of 
brute necessity. (Harlan, 1986) But contrapuntal interplay also 
is key to understanding fundamentals of sentient response, as 
well as even higher orders of externalized (sociocultural) 
semiosis of communication and transaction.  

Figure 7, Space as context of differentiation shows progression 
from a single opposition of paired locations at the top, marked 
by two spheres that represent activity 
neighborhoods of their respective 
vicinities. Just below, another pair of 
locations is given, separated across a 
different path. That second path 

contrasts not only in the fact of its apartness from the first path, but 
also by the obliqueness of its own orientation with respect to the path 
joining the other pair. 

In Synergetics and Synergetics2 Buckminster Fuller emphasizes that two such opposed 
paths, determined by equal-size neighborhoods, naturally cluster most efficiently in a 
tetrahedral configuration, as seen on the right side of Figure 7. As the most basic of tangible 

configurations, the tetrahedron has a fundamental place in 
understanding how we sense and elaborate geometries of 
differentiation. Not only are locations of the four vertices 
positioned apart, but note that the paths that connect them, 
the linear edges, occur in pairs that also are mutually 
complementary in their respective orientations. All are 
complementary in contrasting relational counterpoint. But 
like a quartet of strings they respectively, synchronously, 
incite more complex blendings of characterizing inputs as 
semiotic outcomes of 
their interplay. 

Thus, graphically, the 
tetrahedral deployments represent a multilevel and 
concurrently transactional complementarity within 
the functional quartet. Its full sense of orchestral 
counterplay is absent in the original planar 
arrangement, described in Carl Jung’s Psychological 
Types. (1971) There the functions are likened to a 
cross-shaped configuration: the rational thinking/
feeling axis countering an irrational sensing/intuiting 
axis, as viewed from above. (See Figure 8, Planar 
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Figure 7, Space as context of 
differentiation

Figure  9, Qualitative factors of 
meaningful construction

Figure  10, Cognitive functions and their dyadic 
outcomes

Figure 8, Planar view of 
Jungian functions



view of Jungian functions; compare with Figures 9, 10, 11 & 12) 

As neural networks differentially process information, they simultaneously induce 
electromagnetic waveforms, which, by Fourier interference reintegrates resultant effects. 
Those integral waves, in turn, alter neural weights that control locally differentiating nerve 
networks. (McFadden 2020) In such differential/integral transaction, elaborative dialectic 
between each primary function pair, in Peircean Firstness, induces further dyadic outcome; 
its Secondness additively integrates original sensory noncoincidence into protogeometric 

relational factors. In Figure 10, Cognitive functions and their dyadic outcomes, secondary 
derivatives are shown deployed at vertices of a secondary octahedron, where they act as cues 
enacted in interplay of a primary function pair. 

Figure 11, Virtual qualification by functional synergy 
shows further processing of those secondary relational 
factors by signal integration that elaborates a Thirdness of 
semiotic outcome. Each function respectively excites, 
registers and indirectly drives a qualifying outcome, 
rendered as a pole of the (virtual) geometric dual to the 
primary tetrahedron of the (actual) function constellation. 
(In geometry, the dual of a polyhedron is its 
complementary construction that converts each vertex to 
a face and each face to a vertex. The dual to a tetrahedron 
thus is a complementing conjugate, a correlating face-to-
vertex tetrahedron.) 

In Figure 11, each semiotic explicate/implicate set of 
functional complements is expressed as an algebraic 
fraction; the numerator conveys a significant explicate product — sign, index or symbol — 
above a denominator, its semiotically contextual implicate. Refer back to Figure 9, 
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Figure 11, Virtual qualification by functional synergy

Figure 12, Cubic order of real qualification



Qualitative factors of meaningful construction for 
the letter variables of each respective triad of 
secondary factors. 

Reality manifests in reifying, ritualizing and 
rectifying dynamics driven by explicating thoughts 
and feelings. (See Figure 13, Realization dynamics) 
That reality implicates (arises from) actual 
uniqueness, the haecceity, of its own origins. Those 
origins are implicit among complementary virtual 
counterpoints of cyclically multi-phased and multi-
ordinate semiotic recursions. Their concurrent 
transactions mutually reciprocate at every level of 
intrajectory cascade. (For a contemporary account 
of how haecceity necessarily attends material occurrence, see physicist Lee Smolin’s causal 
theory of views, 2019.) 

Individually and culturally, we in-habit the ritualizing dynamic. An individual life builds its 
habituation anew amid ongoing dynamics of reifying and rectifying new experiences into old. 
By various media we communicate and correspond within social and cultural paradigms that 
evolve to assimilate and express new realizations of competent attentiveness. 

Those ongoing recursions of semiotic complements culminate in new moments of dual 
reciprocal tetrahedral conjugates. Their mutual constellations respectively evolve to sustain 
contrapuntal dynamics among virtually explicate sign, index or symbol at each pole. Each is 
held in complementary relation to its holistically implicate context, engendered among the 
other three functions: sensing |- focus, intuiting |- situation, feeling |- mode, thinking |- 
scenario. Countering poles of both the function tetrahedron and its reciprocating dual, 
together, imaginally are experienced in a cubic space of real qualification — reality — that 
presents the ongoing seeming of Hoffman’s cognitive interface with world occurrences. 
(2019) (Figure 11, Virtual qualification by functional synergy; Figure 12, Cubic order of real 
qualification and Figure 13, Realization dynamics). 

Throughout manifest orders of attentional consideration, complementing actual/virtual duals 
transact across a liminal boundary. It separates unconsciously processed intrajectory energy 
transactions from subliminally-kindled, reflexively (imaginal) dyadic cues of only dimly 
attended analogizing, categorizing, organizing and habituating that characterize implications 
of focus, situation, mode and scenario.  

As indicated in Figure 2, for each act or sign, a Peircean interpreter (agent) implicitly enacts 
functional interplay, actually to incite some virtual dual of outcome within a unique cubic 
order of real qualification. Feeling, for instance, by signaling dyadic valuations of connections 
among recollected analogues (habituated knowledge), complementarily incites an 
experiential mode that is rendered among categorically-triggered endocrine-driven emotional 
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Figure 13, Realization dynamics



organizations based in actuality, in virtual recollection, or in both. Likewise, thinking projects 
habituated analogues as patterns onto and within imaginally perceived scenarios. 

Conclusion

As sociocultural factors, Jungian psychic functions incite all manner of behavior and 
collaborative cooperation, as suggested in Figure 14, Psychological and cultural functions. 
By mediated semiotic transactions across relational domains of Manifest Orders, their 
attentional dynamics inform social patterns that collaboratively channel cultural enterprise.  

If the left hemisphere vision predominates, its world becomes denatured (in Heidegger’s terms, there is ‘unworlding’ of the 
world). Then the left hemisphere senses that something is wrong, something lacking – nothing less than life, in fact. It tries 
to make its productions live again by appealing to what it sees as the attributes of a living thing: novelty, excitement, 
stimulation. It is the faculty of imagination, however, which comes into being between the two hemispheres, which enables 
us to take things back from the world of the left hemisphere and make them live again in the right. It is in this way, not by 
meretricious novelty, that things are made truly new once again. (McGilchrist 2019b) 

Freud and Jung redirected the modern gaze toward universal constellations of archetypal 
pattern. Those primal relational topologies underlie, challenge and guide sentient behavior 
across diverse cultural contexts. In arts of ancient eras, as well as in those of today, 
collectively dominating patterns resonate throughout ongoing qualification of human lives. 
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Figure 14, Psychological and cultural functions 
Used under license CC-BY-NC-ND, www.manifestorders.com

http://www.manifestorders.com


In the Tennessee Williams play, Cat On A Hot Tin Roof, a desultory birthday party erupts 
into interpersonal confrontations wherein Maggie, Brick, Big Daddy and other members of 
the Pollitt family respectively reveal constellations of felt relationships that repeatedly have 
triggered endocrine-driven torrents of disruptive emotion. Their individual crises, within 
recurring bouts of regret and resentment, percolate into synergizing rhythms of family 
quarrels that ultimately find resolution: respectively, each persona adaptively and 
responsively comes to re-organize their own privately habituated relational associations to 
better align with their archetypal family role. Each finds in those same universal themes some 
degree of encouragement against adversity and abiding intimations of mortality. 

Where attentional patterns are shared in mediated communication and interpersonal 
transaction, a social order of semiosis seeks more adequate emblems of world qualification 
and engagement. (Figure 15, At M6 nature imagines meaning) 

From there opens the way of the artist. 
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Figure 15, At M6 nature imagines 
meaning
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